S
ince the s at Bletchley Park, there has been a continuous arms race to both improve and break cryptography. The les leaked by National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden made it clear that governments regularly gather data on average citizens, which makes us wonder if privacy is even possible. Do our carefully designed cryptographic systems protect our information as we expect them to, or are they just thin veils that can easily be pierced by the government? I posed these questions to leading security expert Bruce Schneier. Watch the entire interview at www.computer .org/computingconversations.
CRYPTOGRAPHY AND THE NSA
When asked whether a crypto graphic standard like the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) o ers protection against well-funded and highly skilled prying eyes, Schneier replied: See www.computer.org/computer-multimedia for multimedia content related to this article. 
CRYPTOGRAPHY AND NIST
To make sure the underlying mathematics of cryptography are solid, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) runs a public Given that these competitions take several years and it could be more than a decade between competitions, they make a big impact in the security re search community: O nce we accept the fact that there is no unbreakable cryp to graphy and certainly no un breakable computing system, the goal is to get to the point where we have the best possible algorithms and a high level of trust in them. The secu rity field has been well served by the cryptographic algorithms produced through the NIST standardization process. By using an open process and encouraging competition and critique from all participants, we have the best chance of developing solid and trusted cryptographic algorithms. 
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